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Abstract—this paper presents an approach for preterm events recognition using local Binary pattern LBP and wavelet thresholding. Unlike conventional approaches which adopt contact measurement of vital signal and develop models for monitoring the preterm in neonatal intensive care unit (NICU), our approach describes non-contact monitoring vital signal based on thermal video as a new premature pain infant profile (PPIP). An interest clinical vital signal is face temperature of neonate. In this study, we collaborate with premature Infant events ‘pain and normal states’ detection and recognition during daily care monitoring. The proposed approach is composed of a thermal video analysis component and an activity recognition component. A video analysis component contains features descriptor using histogram of Local Binary Pattern LBP in the first experiment, and applying wavelet thresholding technique on approximation wave coefficients of histogram feature in the second experiment. Activity recognition contains classification of premature events using classifiers. We present recognition results by considering a variety of classifiers.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Vital signals are physical quantities measured from body and can be used to determine the physiological behaviors and statues. Monitoring of vital parameters is an important factor in neonatal intensive care unit. Examples of this signal include heart rate, breathing rate, body temperature and blood pressure. Vital signs are used in neonatal intensive care to help diagnose the condition of a baby in a critical state. The state of condition monitoring of an infant cannot be observed directly, but different states of health are associated with particular patterns of measurements [23]. Given observations of the respiration rate, blood sampling, and body temperature and so on, reasoning can therefore be made about the operation of the underlying physiological systems—e.g. whether they are functioning normally, or whether there seems to be evidence of some pathology. Most of vital signs measurements are taken by using contact probes. The measurements received by the cotside PC are affected not only by the physiological condition of the infant, but also by the state of the recording equipment. Measurements are frequently corrupted with occasional patterns, caused by particular clinical procedures or changes to probes or equipment. The most obvious cause of occasional readings is a probe disconnection. When probes become physically disconnected from the baby, readings will tend to fall to zero. Further details on physiological monitoring procedures in the NICU are available, for example, in [1].

Relevant previous work on monitoring in intensive care, applied to the types of patterns based on contact probes are broadly categorized into three fields. Work based on statistical time series analysis was explored by some inserters. A useful reviews of some of the applications of statistical time series analysis to intensive care monitoring is given by [2] [3] and [4]. By contrast, another body of work is based on using domain knowledge to formulate high-level representations of particular patterns or situations, then to find suitable abstractions of the data in order to apply some matching rules. In this type of work, the goal is to describe what is happening. A more extreme example of the idea of abstracting data and the descriptions of clinical experts is given by [5]. At the most specific level, there has been work on identification of particular individual patterns in monitoring data, for example to diagnose infection or particular respiratory problems. An example of this work is reported by [6].

In general, thermal video analysis has significant challenges, it excite some researchers interesting to develop a relevant techniques for example human activity detection and recognition using standard dataset. Attempts were explored by researchers to develop approaches to detect and recognize human activities from thermal video can be found in [10-14]. The implementation details of these approaches are beyond the scope of this paper.

Medical thermal imaging (also known as Digital Infrared Thermal Imaging DITI or Medical Infrared Imaging) uses ultra-sensitive thermal imaging camera to produce high-resolution diagnostic images of the body. These images can be used to detect areas of temperature changes associated with areas of high metabolic activity, inflammation and enhanced circulation. This makes the images useful in diagnosing pain and injury, circulatory pathology and in
monitoring treatment. Recently, thermal imaging was introduced as non-contact probe in neonatal intensive care for condition monitoring. For instance, thermal video can be used to maintain thermal signature of baby’s skin, as well as thermal video analysis depend on temperature signature of object under study. Moreover, Dynamic shape of recorded temperature specifies the texture characteristics of thermal image and it is used to detect meaningful behavior of the target.

As mentioned, to overcome the limitation of using the contact probes in NICU, thermal video works more efficiently by deriving and using information of local thermal signature from infants’ body. However, this kind of imaging present body configuration in form of thermal pixels, also, it has remote accesses facility, and may be used as visual alarm in condition monitoring. There are attempts in neonatal condition monitoring based non-contact measurements, including neonatal respiratory monitoring based on thermal video [17], and Contact-free measurements of cardiac pulse based on the analysis of thermal imagery [18].

Recently detection and recognition physiological events in neonatal based thermal video have been little explored. In this work, we report a method of preterm physical responses detection and recognition. The motivation in this work is to explore the power of Local Binary Pattern and wavelet thresholding technique as local thermal descriptors for neonates’ events detection. We have made an improvement on the features description by adopting pairwise distance between feature vectors. For instance, Hausdorff’s distance function and Entropy distance functions are introduced to improve the features representation. To evaluate our method we employ a support vector Machine SVM, and K nearest neighbor, classifiers. Moreover, we recognize neonates’ pain response using variety of classifiers. The purpose of using multiple classifiers is to provide a comparison between the feature descriptions, because there were no experiments and methods were focused on the neonatal events recognition based on thermal imaging using NICU dataset environment. Experiments show that the recognition task achieves reasonable results on NICU dataset based thermal video.

The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the outline of the method, section 3 describes problem formulation, where the proposed method is elaborated from features descriptions to events recognition by a variety of classifiers. We proceed to sections 4 and 5 to explain experimental setups and results respectively. Section 6 concludes the paper.

II. METHODOLOGY

Our approach is composed of two stages to obtain the local description of the infant’s events. The first stage is to describe local thermal features by using LBP and then concatenate these features into one dimensional histogram vector. To make the histogram more efficient, we have evaluated the similarity matrix between histogram features vectors using Hausdorff’s and entropy distance function, respectively. In the second stage, a feature descriptor is obtained by producing an approximation coefficients threshold of histogram vectors which are computed using wavelet transform WT. As in the first stage, similarity matrices are adopted for improving the feature descriptor. Fig.1 shows the basic steps of our method. The first step defines ROI area around face of object. Then local patch of size k*k*t is defined. LBP is computed in second step. And the classification task is performed in the last steps.

III. PROBLEM FORMULATION

In this work, local feature descriptions using LBP and subsequent contributions are described. The feature description from LBP is subject to some variation. With the use of wavelet threshold technique, we can improve the feature description which leads better recognition accuracy.

A. Local Binary Pattern Descriptor

LBP has originally been proposed for texture analysis and classification [9]. Recently, it has been applied on face recognition [7][8], and facial expression recognition [19].

We denote a video sequence as $S = \{I_1, I_2, ..., I_n\}$, where $I_k$ is a r x c image frame. In contrast, treating the video as a spatio-temporal data volume and for entire spatio-temporal location we denote by $W(v)$ the local patch volume v of ROI. Furthermore, denote by $LBP(W(v))$, or $M(v)$ the LBP of local patch. Hence, using the 2D patch to slide over the video sequence and get the local features. The value of LBP code of a pixel $(x_c, y_c)$ within the patch is obtained as in

$$LBP = \sum_{0 \leq p < P} (I(p) - I(0)) \cdot 2^p, x = \begin{cases} 0 & \text{otherwise} \\ \frac{r}{s} \end{cases}$$

Figure 1. method of events-based feature description and recognition.
After the LBP labeled image \( f(x,y) \) has been obtained for all patch pixels, the LBP histogram can be defined as in

\[
H_i = \sum_{x,y} h \{f(x,y) = i\} \quad i = 0, \ldots, n-1,
\]  

Where, \( n \) is the number of different labels produced by the LBP operator. Having constructed the histogram feature of local patch, histograms from these planes are concatenated into a single histogram vector \( H = \{H_1, H_2, \ldots, H_n\} \). Fig. 2 shows example of extracting histogram features vector from local patch of video sequence and denote this LBPH. Figure 3 illustrates example result of LBPH extracted from subject example showed in figure 2.

### B. Pair wise distance representation

The objective of this section is to utilize the remarkable discriminative ability of the similarity based representation. More specifically, we have improved the above descriptor by using pairwise distance function. In order to accomplish that, the histogram features is transformed into similarity space. Moreover, as each video is represented by a LBPH, the distance function is used to compute the similarity value between two sets histogram vectors. Several distance metric methods have been developed to compute the distance between two sets of vectors [21].

Our goal is to apply wavelet thresholding or wavelet shrinkage technique on extracted approximation coefficients of histogram vector, the resulting feature define the feature description based wavelet threshold we call this LBPWT. In our implementation, multi-levels wavelet is used to encodes histogram features vector \( H = \{h_1, \ldots, h_n\} \) as approximation \( \Omega \) components, and the result is vector containing an approximation wave coefficients \( \phi(\Omega) \). It is observed that features of the approximation components change smoothly, which is a suitable property for discrimination. The approximation components are also known to be a robust and distortion tolerant feature space for many pattern recognition applications.

### C. Wavelet Thresholding of Histogram Features

Feature description is the most important information for preterm events recognition; it is used to distinguish one kind of physiological event different from another kind of event. As described in the last section, the LBP approach to event recognition involves extracting histogram feature vector from images sequences. We believe that wavelets may be a better choice to improve feature description so we propose to use wavelet multi-resolution analysis [22], and wavelet thresholding technique [16]. More details of wavelet signal analysis can be found in [20].

We denote by \( d(h_i, h_j) \) the distance between two histogram vectors, the similarity matrix is defined as in

\[
D_{i,j} = \sum_{k=1}^{n} d(h_k, h_j)
\]  

Where, \( Q \) specifies the distance function used to compute the similarity matrix. Furthermore, let \( X \) and \( Y \) be two non-empty subsets of a metric space. We define their Hausdorff distance as in,

\[
d_H(X,Y) = \max\{\sup_{x \in X} \inf_{y \in Y} d(x, y), \sup_{y \in Y} \inf_{x \in X} d(x, y)\}.
\]  

Where sup represents the supremum and inf the infimum similarly, Entropy function is also introduced to evaluate the discriminative power and efficiency for feature description improvement. The entropy distance between two random variables can be defined to be the difference between their joint entropy and their mutual information as

\[
D_r(X,Y) = H(X,Y) - H(X;Y).
\]  

Where, \( H(X,Y) = \sum p(x,y) \log p(x,y) \) is the joint entropy of \( X,Y \).

For the final step of the feature extraction, linear Discriminant analysis performed on the pairwise feature set. Basically, LDA is based on the class specific information which maximize the ratio of between-class scatter and the within-class scatter matrix. The LDA algorithm looks for the vectors in the embedding space to create the between classes discrimination. Thus, utilizing LDA on the pairwise features, robust feature space can be obtained that discriminate the set vectors of each class.
The histogram vector is decomposed to a certain level and the coefficients at the lowest level are selected to form feature description vector. One Dimensional J - level wavelet decomposition on a vector $H_0$ represents the coefficients by a set of approximation and details components $\{a_0, \{d_1, d_2, ..., d_J\}\}$. Where $h_0, h_1, ..., h_J$ is a low resolution approximation of the original signal, and $d_j$ are detail coefficients containing the details of the signal at different scales. Figure 4 shows an example result of wavelet decomposition at two levels, where a wave coefficients and details of the histogram are showed. Note that, for this two levels decomposition all wave coefficients are illustrated in this figure.

One of the advantages of using wavelet thresholding is its potential to deal with noise. Wavelet thresholding characterized as decomposition of the signal or into wavelet coefficient with a given threshold value, and shrinking these coefficients close to zero to reduce the effect of noise in the data, then applying thresholding technique to find smoothing version of wavelet components. There exist various methods for wavelet thresholding developed by [15],[16],[24], which rely on the choice of a threshold value. In this experiment, we adopt hard thresholding technique as a threshold function defined as:

$$T = \begin{cases} 1, & |x| > t \\ 0, & \text{otherwise} \end{cases} \quad (6)$$

Where $t$ is the threshold value and can be calculated using the formula below

$$t = \sigma \sqrt{2 \log(n)}. \quad (7)$$

where, $n$ being the signal length, $\sigma$ being signal variance which can be estimated from wavelet coefficients. As a result, the extracted approximation coefficients from wavelet threshold are encoded as a features descriptor. Fig. 5 shows the plot of the thresholding wave coefficients.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

For events recognition experiments, we chose to use the dataset of neonatal in NIUC system based thermal video. The dataset are provided by preterm ANR project. These dataset contains several thermal videos monitoring of the Premature Infants, we encode among of these videos a 20 clips which represent an event of premature pain state, as well as a 20 clips represent a normal state event of premature. Moreover each event was collected from 20 different infants. Altogether, the dataset contains 40 samples of two events class problem. The length of each sample is equal to 20 frames.

A patch of size 11x11 pixels is defined over infant’s face as local interest area. The features vectors and corresponding distances matrices were described in sections 2.2 and 2.3.
For LBP the P parameter is set to P=4. Daubechies wavelet function is used with 3 decomposition levels.

We start the experiments with the recognition task based on traditional LBPH descriptor. Thus, to compare the performance enter the classifiers, pairwise distance based experiments were designed in this connection. For further experiments, features descriptor was encoded as a wavelet threshold-based technique. Conventional classifiers of SVM, and k-NN, are used for recognition task.

A. Results

To evaluate the proposed method, we conduct the recognition results on the dataset described above. In each of our approaches experiment, the training process is done on a 20 samples (neonates), and testing phase was performed on another 20 samples.

Because no available of such methods that are focused on the neonate physiological events recognition, we did not attempt a comparison with other methods. Rather, we provide results only to show that our approach works well on a diverse range of data such as neonates’ events recognition based thermal video.

We first applied the LBPH directly with classifiers. The recognition rates of two classifiers are listed in Table I. Since LBP is considered to be good texture descriptor of face, it seems poor operator as shown in Table I. Furthermore, we continued our experiments to the wavelet threshold-based LBP descriptor, and we call this WTLBP. Moreover, WTLBP applied directly with recognizers and the recognition rate is summarized in Table II. Since LDA is a good tool to separate the underlying feature space, therefore, a better feature space is created by applying LDA classification over the pairwise features. Hence, LDA-based experiments over pairwise features are listed in Table III, showing both the Hausdorffs distance function and Entropy function experiment based methods. The experiments results show that Hausdorff distance outperforms over the Entropy distance and LBP over WTLBP. In summary, by combining the LBPH and pairwise distance, we can obtain better features to represent thermal signature in thermal sequence.

As a comparison, the performance of LBPH descriptor in combination with pairwise distance is better in events recognition of premature from thermal video.

V. CONCLUSION

In this paper, we have applied LBP as a descriptor of local-based approach for neonatal activity recognition from thermal video, and shown LBP to be suitable for the description of thermal video containing information about neonates events. We have extended feature descriptor by considering the pairwise distance between histogram features vectors. We showed how the use of pairwise distance based LBP descriptor gave rise to an efficient events descriptor. We further extend LBP descriptor by encounter Wavelet thresholding technique. Furthermore, we applied wavelet Thresholding on LBP histogram by compute the threshold value from wavelet coefficients. The experimental results reveal that LBP tend to be good candidate for events description and recognition. The best accuracy has been obtained by using the pairwise metrics between histogram vectors set.
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